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AXIAL DISPLACEMENT DISLOCATIONS FOR THE HOLLOW
CONE AND THE HOLLOW SPHERE*

BY

J. N. GOODIER and J. C. WILHOIT, JR.
Stanford University

Abstract. Simple solutions in closed form are given for the dislocational states of
stress in a hollow cone (Fig. 3) or a hollow sphere (Fig. 5) induced by making an axial
cut, and imposing a rigid-body displacement of one face of the cut relative to the other,
in the axial direction. The problems are solved by adaptations of the Saint-Venant
torsion theory, and of J. H. MichelPs theory of torsion of non-uniform shafts.

1. Introduction. A classification of elastic dislocations in a hollow cylinder given
by V. Yolterra [1] in 1907 is shown in Fig. 1, a dislocation being a state of strain induced

ORDER I ORDER 2 OROER 3

OROER 4 ORDER 3 OROER 6

Fig. 1. Volterra's classification of the six dislocations of the hollow cylinder.

by making a cut, imposing relative displacement on the faces, and resealing. The dis-
locational strain is by definition continuous in the resulting "self-strained" cylinder,
at the site of the cut as well as elsewhere, and by a fundamental theorem this requires
that the imposed relative displacement be a rigid-body displacement or rotation. We
obtain here solutions for the dislocation of order 3 (the relative displacement is an
axial translation) in a hollow cone (Fig. 3) and in a hollow sphere (Fig. 5), in simple
closed form.

These solutions are derived from the thick-wTalled cylinder with a dislocation of
order 3, by cutting the hollow cone or the hollow sphere out of it, and finding the effects
of removing the tractions on the curved surfaces.

As for the cylinder, the dislocation may be conveniently expressed by an adaptation
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of the Saint-Venant torsion theory. In terms of Prandtl's stress function <f> the equations**
of this theory are

<t> = constant on the boundary of the section, and the warping displacement w can be
evaluated from the stress-strain relations

H-«&-*)■ -2-<^+4 »
The adaptation consists in making the twist 9 zero. In the torsion problem itself

this corresponds merely to the unstressed state. The system of equations nevertheless
remains capable of expressing certain non-torsional states. Equations (2) become Cauchy-
Eiemann equations showing that (with z = x + iy, temporarily)

Gw + i<t> = f(z). (3)
A discontinuity in w of the type required by the dislocation of order 3 is introduced by
choosing

/(«) = — iA log z = A 6 — iA logr, (4)
r and 6 being polar co-ordinates in the cross-section. Then with A as a real arbitrary
constant

Gw = Ad, <t> = — A logr (5)
and the polar components of shear stress on the section are (z now being the cylindrical
co-ordinate in r, 6, z)

   _ jA   „
t,s — Qr ~ r ' T"

Cylindrical surfaces r = constant are free from stress. The stress is attributable to the
discontinuity in iv

w(r, 2ir) — w(r, 0) = 2tA/G (7)

at the faces of an axial cut (6 = 0, 6 = 2ir), but also partly to the torque on the ends
(a < r < b)

f TI#2xr2 dr = tt(62 — a2)A.
J a

This torque can be removed by superimposing ordinary torsion

t,i = Br, T,r = 0 with B = —2 A/{a2 + tf), (8)

leaving stress

" 4 ~ ?^f) (9>
"The notation is that of Timoshenko and Goodier, Theory of elasticity, Ch. 11, 1951, except that

G is used for unit twist instead of 6.
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which may be attributed to the dislocational displacement expressed by (7). This non-
zero stress prevails on the ends of course as well as throughout the cylinder, but since
it has zero resultant its removal would affect only localized end zones.*

2. The hollow cone. In the dislocated cylinder the cylindrical surfaces r = constant
are free from traction, but on other surfaces of revolution f(r, z) = 0 the stress (9)
implies ringwise shear loading, and the solution of our problems requires removal of this.

The problem presented by ringwise shear loading on a body of revolution can be
formulated as an adaptation of J. H. Michell's theory of torsion of non-uniform circular
shafts. In that theory the equations of equilibrium are satisfied by taking

r az r dr

The remaining four stress components are zero. Compatibility of strain requires

d_
dr

to)

Fig. 2. Torsional stress in a body of revolution.

In Fig. 2(b) the stresses rrl, r,» are shown on an axial section of the solid of revolution
in Fig. 2(a), at the boundary (s). The shear stress formed by these two components
can be represented as components normal and tangential to the boundary curve. By
(10), the normal component re„ (outward—to the right—in Fig. 2b) is

1 d\1/
r«. = Trl cos a — T,t sin a = --j~- (12)r ds

In the Michell torsion theory this normal component at the boundary is zero, and 4/ is
constant, because the boundary surface is free. The adaptation to our problem consists
simply in retaining (12) with a non-zero prescribed re„ as a function of z (or r) on the
boundary curve.

*This analysis explains a paradox of thin shell theory. If a thin flat rectangular plate is put under
pure shear it becomes a nearly rectangular parallelogram. It can be rolled up into a cylinder, but the
joined edges (along a generator) will not quite register. A dislocational axial displacement remains.
The shears on the edges remain, and form torques on the ends. It would appear that removal of these
torques by simple twisting of the closed cylinder will remove the shear stress altogether, and leave
the cylinder dislocated but unstressed. The paradox disappears when variation of stress through the
thickness is admitted as in (9).
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The hollow cone (Fig. 3a) is first taken as part of a hollow cylinder in the state ex-
pressed by (5), (6), and (7). Spherical co-ordinates R, &>, 6, indicated in Fig. 3 are used

Fig. 3. The hollow cone with a dislocation of order 3.

for convenience instead of the cylindrical co-ordinates r, 6, z. An element at a conical
surface (Fig. 4) has the cylindrical shear component t2„ of (6) as the only non-zero
stress in cylindrical co-ordinates, and in spherical co-ordinates this gives rise to two
components t9„ and tir , normal and tangential to the conical surface. The normal
component r»„ is shown in Fig. 4, together with its complementary shear r„9 on the

r =CONSTANT

z
Fig. 4. Transition from cylindrical to spherical co-ordinates and stress components.

conical surface—the ringwise shear which must be removed from the conical boundary
surfaces a = a and w = b. We have, from Fig. 4 and Eq. 6

= r„9 = — t9_. sinw = —^sinco = -J1- (13)
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In spherical co-ordinates Michell's equations (10) yield

_ _ 1 W ,ux
Tr2 dR R2sm2wdR

and the differential equation (11) for \f/ becomes, writing ^ = cos to

3 1 1 dxft d 1 1 d\j/ . . .
dR R2 (1 - /i2)2 dR + dn R* (1 - ii2) dn U" i ;

In view of (14) and (13) we require a solution of this having a derivative d\f//dR which
behaves like R on the surfaces a> = a and co = 8. The required form [2] is

t = R2[B( 1 + m2) + CM], (16)

with B and C arbitrary constants.
Combining the state represented by (16) with the state represented by (5), (6), and

(7) we find that the stress component tu( is given by

A 2B „ , „ i2 N 2C cot w  R ~R <1+2c°t ■)-

For freedom of the conical surfaces this should vanish when u = a and when co = 5,
and therefore B and C are determined as

B = —%AH(sin2 a cos 8 — sin2 8 cos a),

C = — \AH[{\ + cos2 a) sin2 5 — (1 + cos2 8) sin2 a],

where H = [(1 + cos2 a) cos 8 — (1 + cos2 8) cos a]-1. The constant A is determined
from (7) by the prescribed displacement discontinuity.

The state of stress so found is conveniently stated in cylindrical co-ordinates as

rS2 = (A + 2B)r~1 + Czr-\r2 + 2V1/2,

rr# = -4Bzr'2 - Ct\t2 + 2/)(r2 + z2)""2, (18)

ff, = <re = a, — t zr = 0.

The condition of zero torque on the ends has not been imposed. Evaluation of the torque
from re, in (18) shows it to be zero however, and therefore (18) represents the desired
solution for the dislocation of order 3 in the hollow cone. Shear corresponding to rt,
remains as a self-equilibrating distribution on each end, and its removal would alter
the stress near tho ends.

3. The hollow sphere. The hollow sphere, or spherical frustum, shown in Fig. 5,
is taken first as part of a hollow cylinder in the state expressed by (5), (6), and (7).
The shear stress tbr or trs, in spherical co-ordinates R, «, 6, is (Fig. 4)

dr _ A dr
TRe ~ ~Te'ds ~ ~ r d*

For a spherical surface of radius R, dr/ds = —z/R. On the boundary surfaces R = a,
R = b we have therefore

(■r«),-. = j J (rr,)R.b = | (?) (19)
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Fig. 5.

To remove these we introduce a Michell function \p according to (11) and (10). In spherical
co-ordinates this leads, by (12), to

L(W\
TRe ~ ~r2 \ds )R

and so, in view of (19), the boundary conditions on \p are

(t^) — Aa sin co cos to, (t^-J = Ab sincocosw. (20)
\ds /*_„ \ds /B.b

On a surface R = constant we have ds = — R dot, and with n = cos w we may write
for this surface

(hp _ 1 (hp _ 1. (hp dn _ J. . dip
ds R doi R d\u du R dn

Introducing this in (20) yields

(H. - itL -
The solution of (15) appropriate to these conditions is the B solution from (16),

* = BR\l + m2)

and both conditions (21) are satisfied if B = A/2.
Superposition of the stress represented by this function, and the stress (6), gives the

following state of stress in cylindrical co-ordinates

Tg, = 2 A/r, Trg = ~2Az/r,

<Jr = (Te = or, = T,r = 0.

The torque on the ends of the hollow spherical frustum (Fig. 5) is
/%b a in 5

T = / r9l2irr2 dr — 2irA(b2 sin2 8 — a2 sin2 a). (23)
•'aiio a

It may be removed by means of the ^-function corresponding to torsion of a sphere

\p = FR3 (F a constant).
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On a spherical surface R = constant this function is constant, and the surface is con-
sequently free. The stress and torque are (reverting to cylindrical co-ordinates)

r„ = 3 Fr~\r2 + z2)"2, T„ = -3 Fzr~V + z2),/J,
ftb a in S (24)

T = [ "" t9z2wr2 dr = 2tF(b3 - a3).
J a sin a

Combining this with (22), (23), vanishing of the total torque requires F = —A(b2 sin2 5 —
ci2 sin2 a)(b3 — a3)-1, and we find as the solution for the dislocation of order 3 for the
hollow spherical frustum, corresponding to the displacement discontinuity (7),

= A[2r-> - 3r"V + z2),/2(62 sin2 5 - a2 sin2 a)(b3 - a3)"1], ,ocX
(25)

Trf = 4[-2zr~2 + 3zr"2(r2 + z2)1/2(62 sin2 5 - a2 sin2 a)(b3 - a3)"1],

a-r = (j) = at — t„ = 0.

Again a self-equilibrating distribution of r«2 remains on the ends.
All these dislocations, for cylinder, cone, and sphere, have singularities in the stress

on the axis r = 0, necessitating the restriction to the hollow cylinder and the frustum
of the cone or sphere.

Ghosh [3] has given the dislocations of orders 2 and 6 (Fig. 1) for the hollow sphere.
The result (25) adds a third to this set.
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